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ABSTRACT

Intel-band optical absorption in the Wannier-Stark ladder in the presence of the
elcctron-LO-phonon resonance is investigated theoretically. The electron-LO-phonon
resonance orcurs when the energy spacing between adjacent Stark-ladder levels coincides
with the LO-phonon energy. We propose a model describing the polaron effect in a super-
latlicc. Calculations show that the absorption line shape is strongly modified due to the
polaron effect under the electron-LO-phonon resonance condition. We consider optical
phenomena, in a normal magnetic field that leads to enhancement of polaron effects.
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Optical properties of semiconductor superlattioes under
eleotrio fields applied along the growth axis have attracted

considerable interest in recent years [1.2]. One important topic

is related to the effeot of the eleotron-phonon interaction on

electron states of the Wannier-Stark ladder (WSL) in the case

when the energy splitting eFd (F and d are an eleotric field and

the period of a superlattioe) between levels of adjacent WSL

quantum states becomes equal to the phonon energy u . This prob-

lem was oonsidered in the context of electronic transport pheno-

mena [3]. Besides, the eleotron-LO-phonon resonance condition hS

= B L 0 ( AS is the spacing between energies of different quantum

states of a superlattioe ) oan lead to an enhancement of LO-

phonon Raman scattering observed experimentally in strongly

ooupled superlatticeB GaAs-AlAs in a normal eleotric field [4,5]

and in multiple quantum wells [6],

In the present paper we consider interband optical absorp-

tion in the WSL theoretically. Under the condition eFd - w
LO

states of the oonduotion band are polarons because the eleotron-

LO-phonon resonance causes the mixing between electronic WSL

states and phonons. In this case polarons play the role of finish

states for optical absorption which contains information about

the polaron speotrum. We study this problem in the presence of a

magnetio field normal to the layers that results in an enhance-

ment of polaron effects due to singularities of the density of

electron states in a magnetio field [7].

We shall consider the electron-phonon coupling in a



tunneling-transparent GaAs-AlAs superlattioe under normal eleot-

ric and magnetic fields F and 6 (F||B||-2, where Z is the normal

to the system) in the vicinity of the internal resonance:

|w - eFd\ « tf at the zero temperature. Por instance, we study

the resonance between electrons and LO-phonons of AlAs-barriers.

In this ease the interaction with LO-phonons of GaAs is not essen-

tial because of large differenoe between LO-phonon energies of

AlAs and GaAs. The interaction with GaAs-phonons can induoe only-

small polaron shift of the electron energy. Let us note that the

Frohlich eleotron-phonon interaction constant of AlAs is more

than the one of GaAs (a /a a 2). Besides, we shall suppose
A I A 0 GaAB

that AlAs-phonons are completely localized in corresponding

layers. The latter assumption is valid when the in-plain momentum

of confined phonons is small [8]: pH « ft/a, where a is the width

of the AlAs-layer. As to electronic wave functions, we shall

exploit the nearest-neighbor overlap approximation. Therefore, we

shall discuss the following processes (PIg.1): i) resonant tun-

neling of an electron from n-quantum well (Off) to n+1-QW with

the phonon emission in the n-AlAs-layer, ii) the reverse process

in which an electron tunnels from n+1-QW to n-QW with abborp-

tlon of the phonon whioh was omitted in the i-prooess. At the

zero temperature the ii-process can follow only after the

i- process.

1.Single-electron Green function of the Stark ladder.

Electron wave-functions of WSL can be represented by

|y> = \n,l,kx>, where n, I, and kx are the number of the WSL

state oentered in the n-GaAs layer (n=0,1,2 N-1; N is the

total number of wells in a superlattioe), the number of the

Landau level, and the in-plane momentum, respectively. We shall

take into consideration only the lowest subband and the zero

landau level (1=0). The eleotron energy in the WSL is e = - e°n,

e°= eFd > 0. The confined phonon states of AlAs-layers are

denoted by ii0»=iim,.f,p», where m, J, and p are the number of the

AlAs-layer (m=0,1,...,lf-2), the number of the confined phonon

mode, and the in-plane momentum (Pig.1). The Hamiltonian of the

Prohlioh eleetron-phonon interaction is [9] (h • 1)

Hint'

C(j}2=

C(J) el

aApj

"m.J.p c.c, (D

where a is the AlAs-eonstant of the eleotron-phonon interaction

bm,J,P
,(z) are creation operators and

potentials of confined phonons, r is the in-plane vector of a

position; p, = ttj/a, m* is the electron effective mass, A is the

surface area of the system. The phonon energy is supposed to be

independent of j, p that is a good approximation for AlAs having a

weak dispersion. The operator (1) was written in the limit

p « s/a. Consider the integrals

where i s the eleotron wave function of WSL in the



z-directlon. Assuming that electrons and phonons are strongly

localised, we shall take into aooount only amplitudes 1^ , _

!•' corresponding to the tunneling between nearest QWs with the

emission of a phonon in the AlAs-layer between above-mentioned

QWs. The integrals I^+1 n.m (m*n) oan be neglected because of a

strong localization of electrons and phonons. As to the integrals

!„ n.n , In n.n_1, they describe no tunneling and lead to a small

energy shift of order <*W - It should be pointed out that

amplitudes of the resonant tunneling I*' lead to polaron shifts of

order /5u .

The Green function of an electron in the state \v> at the

zero temperature is

(2)

Gu(e) = -ij <0\cv(t)c^(o)\0>e
let Tt dt =

ir

A 4*

where \o> is the vacuum state without any particles, c^ Is the

creation operator of an electron, t and r are the energy and the

lifetime broadening, Ij/eJ is the self-energy. Fig.2a shows the

main resonant diagrams for Y^(^)' assuming that the constant

a « 1. Within our model we ignore the diagrams with crossings of

phonon lines (Fig.2b) because they include integrals In+1 n,m

with m*n. For the function tu(
t> w e oan write (\v> = {n.O.ti^)

V2
(c) - (3)

n+1

,1/2
' \rS\2I

j r

\IJ

where EQ= It / 2m*p., ac= eB/m*ec. The function Eyft) is independent

of kx. Matrix elements in T^i^) involve phonons with in-plain

momentutns p » I '= (c/eB) f Thus, long-wave limit ? « n/a

mentioned in the introduction oan be achieved if a/n « I . Eq.3

contains the sum over all "enclosed" diagrams. The polaron

=O. Using thi? equation and

Bq.3 we obtain the expression with the continued fraction

spectrum is given by z - e -

X - 4 -•
= 0, x =

(£ - £„+ ID

X - 2L -•

X ~ (N-n-
(4)

where 4 = (M - e )/V. By mathematical methods of continued frac-

tions [10], one can prove that Eq-4 is equivalent to

det|H - X1| = 0, where H is the Hamiltonian of WSL without

phonons under the effective eleotrio field ecLF*= edP - w . The

operator H desoribes a linear chain of N'= N-n states in a tight-

binding approximation [2,11].

Consider the electron-LO-phonon resonance. When A=O Eq.4 has

simple solutions (F* • 0)

ein= En + 2Vco3(Hi/(N-n+1)) - ir, I = 1,3,...N-n ,

It is seen that the polaron spectrum inoludes bands of the width

4V near the energies t a tR and the quantity of states in these

bauds is N-n for the certain momentum ft. Let us note that



V « ̂ aU
L0-

 The polaron spectrum is shown in Pig.1 qualitatively.

In the limit N -> » (r » V/(N-n), 7>r) the density of states in

the polaron bands under the resonant condition W = E ° is
LO

(5)

The total density of states is given by Xi>(t.), where N=AeB/llc

is the quantity of states for the Landau level. The function

Tptc) for the case N •+ m and ULQ- e° oan be found by the

equation: ^ ( E ) = Vp/(? - !„(?)). £ - £ - £n+ IT. So we obtain

('?) =

where Re iG (e) > 0.

,)/P Gn(l) =
1 (6)

A * 0 solutions of Eq.4 are discrete and oan be

obtained by numerical calculations but the energy spacing between

Ihe roots Is about WL0~ e°|. In the limit A * 1 the

electron-phonon interaction is no longer essential and solutions

of Eq.4 are

n= F " ir =
0~

 iT'

Consider the physical sense of obtained equations. In the

slriot resonance (A=0) the electron is delooalized due to a reso-

nant emission of phonons. Moving along the direction eF||2, the

electron omits LO-phonons in barriers. Alternatively, the elect-

ron motion in the opposite direction is aooompanied by absorption

of phonons which were omitted earlier. Therefore, we are dealing

here with the new quasi-particle named by the polaron in this

paper. In our model the polaron wave function with the number n

oan be found as a linear combination of N - n states [12]

\n>, \n+1>\m», \n+2>\in»\\n+1»t \n+3>i\n»\\n+1»i\n+2>>

These states are degenerate if A=0. The latter results in a

strong mixing of above-mentioned states. If u * e° the electron

is localized because the difference between e° and d>Lo leads to

violating the condition for the resonant tunneling. In this case

the electron has to have the discrete spectrum. The length of a

localization is Vd/|ULQ- e°| [12].

2. Interband optical absorption in the Stark ladder.

Let us now to calculate the spectrum of absorption associa-

ted with transitions between valence and conduction bands; the

tunneling of holes Is ignored, assuming that the hole effective

mass is much more than the electron one. Neglecting the exciton

effects, the absorption intensity ifft̂ J can be expressed by the

Green function ([13,14]) (N -» »)

Go(c) =•

e -



c) =

f. - VL - V2

£ -2VL
£ - 374 -

~ Sgk -1 Sgk= Eg + V

where d)? is the frequency of the incident light, X (z) is the wave

function of a hole localized in the n-GaAs layer, E (R.) are

intrawell energies of electron (hole), E and P are the bandgap

of GaAs nn<\ the interband matrix element, respectively, m is the

free electron mass, uc^ is the hole cyolotron frequency. The

optical processes with k=O,+1 relate to transitions between zero

Landau levels of holes and electrons (see inset of Fig.3). !Phe

speotrum of interband absorption contains the main profile near

the frequency u, = ff _ and satellites near (J7 = £„_., (Pig.3). For

simplicity, we consider overlap only between nearest wave-

J"urn;tions of electrons and holes. The spectrum near resonant fre-

quencies £ b Cft=O, + ;j is given by the function F((i) = V ReiG (li + ir;

containing information about the polaron speotrum.

In the oase u = eu and r -» 0 it is seen from Eq.6

Re 1GO s) =
V2- ,1/2

2V. (8)

Let us note that K(<i-.) vanishes in the vicinity of the edges of

the po la ron band W,^ $ ^ + 2V (see'E. 7,8). At the same time, the density of

states for n=O Eq.5 has singularities near E = +2V. To

understand this fact we can write K^ « i> {e)P(e)t where e=u7-

^
^ i> {e)P(e)t where e=u7

P(e) is the probability of the electron being in the state

without phonons. Prom wave functions of polarons [12] it is seen

that P(e) O< (4V - e ) and the origin of Eq.8 becomes clear.

Pig.4 represents the function F(ti) calculated byEqs.6,7. In

the case |wLQ- e°| < r the function F(li>) contains the peak with

the broadening 2V (V>D connected with the polaron band. When

jd) - t°\ > F the function F(U) exhibits the discrete peaks

having broadenings r corresponding to discrete spectrum of locali-

zed electrons. The spacing between peaks is about |u - t°\. In

the limit A » 1 frequencies of peaks are given by

wl = ^™J, +i(® .- t°} and relate to interband processes with a

creation of the electron-hole pair in the states ^n+i_k(z), *n(z)

and ( phonons in the states n-k+i > m a n-k. Intensities of

these processes are proportional to 1,^ « S^ A . For instance,

the main profile with &=O includes interband optical processes

\ l

shown in Pig.5- It should be pointed out that the polaron effect

Is essential if V > V or |ULQ- e > r.
Thus, the absorption line shape shows features of the

polaron speotrum. When UL£J= e° profiles of the interband absorp-

tion are broadened due to the eleotron-phonon interaction. On the

other hand, away from the resonance, profiles exhibit a fine

structure of peaks.

10
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In the case of two coupled quantum wells under the eleotrio

field, the eleotron-LO-phonon resonance was studied

theoretically in Kef.15, where it was shown that the polaron

effect plays the important role in double-resonant Raman

scattering by LO-phonons.

As to bulk systems, optical manifestations of polaron effects

in a magnetic field were studied experimentally in Ref.16,17 and

theoretically in Ref.7,14 for the case of the resonance between

the oyolutron excitation and optical phonons.

Conclusions

By the diagram technique we have calculated optical spectra

of the WSL in the presence of the eleotron-LO-phonon resonance. It

is shown that the polaron effect can lead to considerable change

of the interband absorption spectrum in the WSL. Under the

condition d) = e,°, the profiles of absorption have broadenings 2V

(y^p Eq.8) and are Quite different from the usual defect-induced

line shapes F/(u? + T2). Away from the resonance a = e°, the

profiles consist of a set of lines corresponding to interband LO-

phonon-assisted transitions. Let us point out that predicted

effects can be observed experimentally in superlattioes of high

quality when V > r.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Pig. 1. The system of coupled quantum wells in the normal electric

field, circles denote the confined phonon states of AlAs. The

density of polaron states for the ease A = 0, qualitatively.

Pig.2. Peynman diagrams for the calculation of the self-energy

lv(t) . a) the main diagram, b) the ignored diagram with a

crossing of phonon lines.

P g.3. Qualitative picture of the absorption spectrum in the WS!,;

the inset shows the diagram of interband transitions for 1=0.

Pig.4. The function F(Q) for a description of

absorption (IYV = 0.3).

lr\te\-bnr\i\

Pig.5. Interband LO-phonon-assisted transitions corresponding to

the main profile with k=O.
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